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MIXED CUSP FORMS AND HOLOMORPHIC FORMS
ON ELLIPTIC VARIETIES

MIN Ho LEE

Let Em be an elliptic variety. We define mixed cusp forms asso-
ciated to Em and prove that the space of mixed cusp forms coincides
with the space of holomorphic (m + l)-forms on Em. We also deter-
mine the geometric genus of Em under certain conditions.

0. Introduction. Let π: E —• X be an elliptic fibration and EQ the
union of its regular fibers. The nonsingular variety Em obtained by
resolving the singularities of the compactification of the fiber product

m

EoxπEoxπ- - xπE0

is called an elliptic variety.
In a series of papers ([7], [8], [9]) Shokurov has constructed elliptic

varieties and proved several properties of Kuga's modular varieties
which are elliptic varieties of a special kind. If m = 1, Em is simply
an elliptic surface and a Kuga's modular variety is an elliptic modular
surface of Shioda ([6]).

llunt and Meyer ([3]) have introduced mixed cusp forms associated
to an elliptic surface. They have shown that the space of mixed cusp
forms coincides with the space of holomorphic 2-forms and used this
fact to determine the geometric genus of the elliptic surface.

The main purpose of this paper is to extend the definition of mixed
cusp forms of Hunt and Meyer to the case of elliptic varieties and
determine the geometric genus of Em.

1. Elliptic surfaces. Let E be an elliptic surface with a global section
over its base curve in the sense of Kodaira ([4]). Thus E is the total
space of an elliptic fibration π: E -+ X over a Riemann surface X
with a section s: X —• E such that the generic fiber of π is an elliptic
curve.

Let EQ be the union of the regular fibers of π and let Xo = π(E0).
The universal cover of XQ is the Poincare upper half plane I). Let
G c PSL(2, R) be a fuchsian group acting on f) by linear transforma-
tions such that X = G\ψ where ψ = f)U{G-cusps}. Since G = πi(X0)>
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the natural connection on EQ defines the monodromy representation
χ: G -* SL(2,R). If Γ = χ(G), Γ also acts on f) by linear transfor-
mations. Let Xτ = r\f)8 where ί)s = f) U {Γ-cusps}, and assume that
the G-cusps and the Γ-cusps coincide. For z G Xo, let Φ be a holo-
morphic 1-form on the fiber Ez of π, and {yi(z), 72(z)} a basis for
H\(EZ,Z). We define the periods α>i and ω2 of £ to be the many
valued holomorphic functions on Xo given by

ω i ( z ) = / Φ, ω 2 ( z ) = / Φ.

Then ω\/ω2 is a many valued holomorphic function from Xo to ί)
which can be lifted to a single valued function ω: f) —• f) on the uni-
versal cover f) of XQ The function ω now induces the map a>o: G\fj —•
Γ\f) of the quotient spaces, and COQ can be uniquely extended to the
map ω: X -+ XY oΐ their compactifications.

u & u

1 1
Y ω Y

The map ω: X —• Xy is called the period map associated to the elliptic
fibration π: E —> X.

The elliptic surface E can be constructed as follows: We consider
the semi-direct product G κ ^ ( Z x Z ) given by the group law

u n2)χ{gl) + (n[, ri2)).

I f Xig) = (c 5)' ^ , ( Z x Z) acts on f) x C by

(ft ("i, n2)): (z, C) ̂  (sz, (cω(z) + c/)"1 (C + nxω{z) + n2)).

The resulting quotient

)* x C

has finitely many singularities, and E can be recovered from E by
resolving those singularities (see [4]).
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2. Elliptic varieties. Let π: E —• X be an elliptic fibration, χ: G —>
SL(2,Z) the monodromy representation, and ω: f) -> f) the lifting of
the period map. If m is a positive integer, the semi-direct product
G ix ̂  (Z m x Z w ) is given by the group law

(& (ΛI, Λ2))(gl, « Λ^)) = {gg!, {nlf n2)χ{gf) + (n\, nf

2))

where n\9 n2, n\, n2 e Rm are column vectors. If χ(g) = (*£), the
group G tx̂  (Z w x Zm) acts on I) x Cm properly discontinuously by

(g> {nx, n2)): (z, f) — (#z, (cω(z) + d)~ι(ζ + nxω{z) + n2))

where nhn2 G i?m and ζ e Cm are column vectors. Let Έm be the
compactification of the analytic variety

G κχ (Zm x Zm)\f) x C m .

Let £"w be the variety obtained from Em by resolving the singularities
(see [7] and [8] for details). The map π: E —• X naturally induces the
map πm: Em -» X which is a fiber bundle whose generic fiber is the
product of m elliptic curves. The fiber variety Em is called the elliptic
variety associated to the elliptic fibration π: E —• X.

3. Mixed cusp forms. We shall extend the definition of mixed cusp
forms given in [3] to the case of m > 1. Let G G PSL(2,R) be a
fuchsian group of the first kind acting on f) by linear transformations
and χ: G -> SL(2, Z) a homomorphism such that Γ = χ(G) is of finite
index in SL(2,Z). Then Γ also acts on f) by linear transformations.
We assume that the inverse images of parabolic subgroups of Γ under
χ are parabolic subgroups of G. Let ω: 1) —> f) be a holomorphic map
such that

ω{gz) = χ(g)ω{z)

for all g G G and z G I).

DEFINITION 3.1. Let m be a positive integer. A holomorphic func-
tion / : f) —• C is a mixed cusp form of type (2, m) if it satisfies the
following conditions:

(i) f(gz) = (cz + d)2{c{ω{z) + dλ)
mf{z) if g = (**) e G and

(ii) / vanishes at the G-cusps.
The space of all mixed cusp forms of type (2, m) associated to G,

ω, and χ is denoted by 52,m(G, ω,χ).
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THEOREM 3.2. Let Em be the elliptic variety associated to the elliptic
fibration π: E -> X with X = G\t)*\ let χ: G -• SL(2,Z) be the mon-
odromy representation with Γ = χ{G), and ω: t) —• f) the lifting of the
period map ω: X —• Ap. ΓAew we

Ω m + 1 w ί/ze sheaf of holomorphic (m + 1)-forms.

Proof. Let Xo be the union of the regular fibers of π. Then as
described in §3,

Em\Xo = Gκχ (Zm x Zm)\\) x Cm

where, if χ{g) = (*| J;), G κ χ (Z w x Zm) acts o n f j x C w by

(ft (*i, «2)): (^ 0 -* ( ^ (^iω(z) + ί/i)"1 (C + n(ω{z) + n2)).

Thus holomoφhic (m + 1)-forms on Em\Xo are simply holomorphic
(m + Informs on f) x C m invariant under G xχ (Z m x Z m ) . A holo-
morphic (m + l)-form on f) x Cm is of the form

= F(z,ζι,...,ζm)dzΛdζιΛdζ2Λ Adζim

where F is holomoφhic. Given a fixed point x G XQ, Θ descends to
an m-form on the fiber E™ of πm: Em -> X. Since £ ^ is a product
of m elliptic curves, it follows that

dimH0(E%ι,Ωm) = 1.

Therefore F\E? is constant, and F(z9ζ\9...,ζm) depends only on z,
say

F(z,Cl, . . . ,Cm)=/(z).

Since Θ is invariant under the group action, if g = (a

c

b

d), we have

= f{gz)d{gz) ΛddcxWiz) + dx)-χ{ζx +ω(z)nn + n2X))

Λ Λ d{{cχω{z) + dx)-\ζm + ω{z)nXm + n2m))

= f(gz)(cz + d)-2{ciω{z) + dxγ
m dzAdζϊAdζ2A' Ά dζm.

Thus it follows that

which is the condition (i) for S2,m{G,ω, χ).
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Now we shall show that θ can be extended to Em if and only if /
satisfies the condition (ii) for S2,m{G,ω,χ). By Theorem 3.1 in [5] θ
can be extended to Em if and only if

θ Λ θ < oo.

But we have

JE'

/ θΛθ= / ΘΛθ
E>»\XO JW

where W is a fundamental domain in f) x C m with respect to the group
G \xχ (Zm xZm). If U is a fundamental domain in I) with respect to
G and U\ is a lifting of U to W, then W can be chosen such that

W = {(z, ζ)\z e UU Ck = h,k + h,k*\ 0 < tih < 1}.

Then we have

f JΘΛΘ= / \f(z)\2dzA (J\ dζ

\f(z)\2(Im(z))mdzΛdz[
u

where C is some nonzero complex number. Since θ is analytic on ί)
and the (?-cusps are isolated, it follows easily that

/ |/(z) | 2 (Im(z)) m dz Adi < oo
Ju

if and only if / vanishes at the G-cusps.

4. Line bundles associated to forms. In this section we shall con-
struct the line bundles associated to cusp forms as in [1]. Let G c
PSL(2, R) and let <fy be the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions
on I). If {)* = f) u {G-cusps}, (9^ can be extended to the sheaf ffψ on
f)* as follows: Let /:. ί) —• f)* be the inclusion map and s a G-cusp
such that s = g(oo), g E G. We define the section ff^tS of &\f over s
to be the set of all elements in the direct image sheaf Uff^ which are
meromorphic there, i.e.

&u. s = If e i*@Δ lim (f(gz)/zm) is finite for some m e Z \ .

G acts on ff^ by y/(z) = f{y~ιz), and it also acts on the s h e a f s =

<%r ®c C 2 by
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where g = (a

c

b

d) e G. Let 3rl be the subsheaf of & generated by the
global section (j), i.e.

LEMMA 4.1. <FX is G-invariant.

Proof. For each g = (a

c

b

d) e G, we have

which proves the lemma.
Let &£ be the sheaf on XG = G\1j* descended from &1, and let

PROPOSITION 4.2. If Ak{G) denotes the space of holomorphic auto-
morphic forms of weight k ont), then

^G

k), k>\.

Proof. This follows easily from the way G acts on & (see [1, The-
orem 1.4] for details).

Let Σ c ί)* be the set of G-cusps. Then the space of cusp forms of
weight k Sk(G) is by Proposition 4.2 the space of global sections of

where (•)<- denotes the fixed sheaf (cf. [1, §0]), and ̂ .(—Σ) is the
sheaf of functions on f) * which are holomorphic on f) and zero at the
G-cusps.

PROPOSITION 4.3. IfG has no elements of finite order, then

where Ω1

XG is the sheaf of holomorphic I-forms on XG.

Proof. By Proposition 1.3 in [1] the identification ^ 2 = Ω^, induces
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where Ω ^ G ( Σ ) is the space of meromorphic 1-forms on XG which are
holomorphic on XQ\{G-cusps} and have poles of order at most one
at the (?-cusps. Since G has no elements of finite order, the sheaf 2Fk

on fj* is stalkwise free therefore by Proposition 0.3 in [1] &£ descends
to the quotient XG = G\t)*. Hence we have

Therefore we get

5. The geometric genus ofEm. Let Em be the elliptic variety associ-
ated to an elliptic fibration π: E —• X. Let Eo be the union of regular
fibers of π. If Xo = π{EQ) and G = π{ (XQf *) c PSL(2, R), then

where Ij* = f) u {G-cusps}. Let χ: G —> SL(2, Z) be the monodromy
representation with Γ = χ(G). If ω * ( ^ w ) is the sheaf over X obtained
by pulling back 9γζ via the period map ω: X —> Xp? w ^ define the line
bundle 5ζ, by

PROPOSITION 5.1. TfG Λα̂  no elements of finite order, then

Proof. Since G has no elements of finite order, ω maps G-cusps into
Γ-cusps. Thus the proposition follows from the fact that the sections
of SF™ transform in exactly the same way as the mixed cusp forms do
inS2tm(G,ω,χ).

If pg(Em) denotes the geometric genus of Em, then by Theorem 3.2
and Proposition 5.1 we have

pg{Em) = άimH°(Em, Ω m + 1 )

THEOREM 5.2. Let Em be the elliptic variety associated to the elliptic
fibration π: E -* X with X = G\i)*. IfG contains no elements of finite
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order and if the period map ω: X —> Xr sends G -cusps to T-cusps, then
the geometric genus ofEm is given by

pg{Em) = (m+ ί)(g(X) - 1) - (m/2)Σ(ez - 1) + Nm/2

where ez is the ramification index ofωatzeX, N is the number of
G-cuspsf and g(X) is the genus ofX.

Proof. Since deg(ω*^) > 0, degi^m > 2g - 2. Thus S^ is
nonspecial (see e.g. [2, p. 296]), and hence by the Riemann-Roch
theorem we have

= 1 - g(X) + degΩί, + (degω)(deg^)

= 1 - g(X) + 2g(X) - 2 + m(degω)(deg^)

= g(X) - 1 + m(degω)(2g(ΛΓr) - 2 +1)/2

where t is the number of Γ-cusps. Now by Hurwitz's theorem

2g(X) - 2 = {dcgω)(2g(XΓ) - 2) + J^(e z - 1).
zβX

So we have

dim//°(X,^w) = (m + l)(g(X)- 1) - (m/2)Σ(ez - l) + mt(degω)/2.

Now the theorem follows from the fact that (degω)ί = N.
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